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Shuttle Travel Agency-parent company of 
Taste Dalmatia was founded in 2004. as 
a travel agency in Split and its brand Taste 
Dalmatia currently is one of the leading 
DMC-s specialized for culinary & wine travel 
in the region.

By following global trends of tailor made 
experiential and authentic travel and adapting 
to them, we upgraded our successful 
business  from a travel agency into a DMC. 

Our mission is to provide high quality, 
unforgettable tailor made experiences to our 
clients that allow them to immerse themselves 
in rich cultural, culinary and wine heritage 
abundant in Croatia.



Uniqueness. Pampering. Authentic. Gour-
met. Heritage. Customized. The magic of 
taste. Indulgence. These are the words that 
our guests often associate with traveling with 
us. Imagine your trip to Croatia as a delicate 
combination of wine and culinary experience 
intertwined with most breathtaking land-
scapes and hospitality that is an addendum 
designed to pamper all of your senses with-
out any exceptions.

HERITAGE
For those who seek context



Our mission is to take you on a journey 
throughout Croatian rich culture and Medi-
terranean heritage accompanied with finest 
dishes that Dalmatia and its hinterland have 
to offer. Experiencing the old and traditional 
ways of preparing some of the most delicious 
meals in the historical setting revives once 
forgotten customs and doesn’t let them get 
wasted by the ravages of time.

CULTURE
For an authentic experience



Waking up in one of the sunniest islands 
in the Adriatic sea and exploring traditional 
culinary opus among endless vineyards will 
make you fall in love with Dalmatia and its 
stone roads, hard working people and one 
of the most beautiful coasts in the Mediter-
ranean. We want that love to last, so we care-
fully prepared every tour to satisfy even the 
most demanding palates. 

GASTRONOMY
For discerning palates



We are here to make your experience of Dal-
matia unique, so prepare to be pampered. 
We will make sure that you take only the most 
beautiful memories home with you. Prepare 
to be spoiled with various wine tastings, culi-
nary lessons with your own private chef and 
private guided tours through Roman heri-
tage landmarks just waiting for you to soak 
them in surrounded by hinterland heights or 
depths of the Adriatic.

EXPERIENCE
For the memories to take home 

with you



The spirit of Ancient Romans still lives on in 
Dalmatia even after two millennia! Get in touch 
with the place where gladiators, soldiers, and 
emperors once fought their battles. As one 
of the largest Roman provinces, Dalmatia is 
a home of their fascinating culture and mind 
blowing buildings. With this unique and luxu-
rious tour, every step is a historical trace that 
will make you feel like you are wearing a toga 
all day long. Once in a lifetime experience will 
immerse you into the ancient times while en-
joying local Mediterranean gastronomy and 
idyllic scenery.

EUROPE > CROATIA

SPLIT-SALONA-ZADAR-KRKA-HVAR-
METKOVIĆ-SINJ-TRILJ-TORGIR

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE

Romans in Dalmatia Tour



Three Islands of Brac, Hvar and Vis offer 
unforgettable experience of unique culinary 
and wine traditions coupled with unforget-
table nature. Through that combination you 
will explore magic of those islands. Complete 
immersion into wonders of these islands will 
make you feel a part of those intricate com-
binations that form true Dalmatian way of life 
and it is an experience you will cherish for-
ever.

EUROPE > CROATIA

SPLIT-BRAČ VIDOVA GORA-BOL-MILNA-
HVAR-VIS-BLUE CAVE-STINIVA BEACH

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE

Magic of Three Islands



Allow yourself to be immersed in rich heri-
tage of Dalmatian hinterland and island of 
Brac. Little scenic villages of both the island 
and inner Dalmatia offer insight in traditional 
ways and how they meet with modern times. 
Experience culinary and wine pleasures of 
Dolce Vita walking trail on Brac island and 
discover amazing dishes and wines unique 
for the area and follow that by being part of 
living history though abundance of traditions 
in Dalmatian hinterland.

EUROPE > CROATIA

SPLIT-BRAČ-NP KRKA-SINJ-TROGIR- 
ŠIBENIK-OMIŠ

Dolce vita tour
Tradition of Brac Island and Dalmatian 

Hinterland

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE



Dalmatia, unlike any wine region in the world 
offers unique blend of climate, land and char-
acter of people and together this combina-
tion produces some of the best wines in the 
world. Changing one of the aspects of this 
region would unhinge entire process and 
would leave us without this thousands year 
old tradition of wine producing. 

That tradition, throughout the centuries has 
made abundance of local wine varieties, of 
which Dalmatia has more than 300. It is said: 
“How many islands that many wine sorts!”

Truly Dalmatia is the last undiscovered wine 
paradise in the world where one can enjoy 
amazing scenery with great glass of wine and 
worm greetings of its people.

EUROPE > CROATIA

SPLIT-KAŠTELA-HVAR- SUPETAR-BOL-
VRGORAC-IMOTSKI

Dalmatia
Last Wine Paradise 

in the World

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE



By far the best way to get acquainted with a 
place is by savoring its gastronomy. This in-
dulgent tour will take you to some of the best 
Croatian restaurants, award winning wineries 
and small picturesque settlements and vil-
lages that treasure traditional cuisine in com-
plete harmony with nature. You will taste first 
class wines, and experience the best of Dal-
matian cuisine – both traditional and modern 
and get a feel of special Dalmatian lifestyle 
that is hedonistic and hardworking at the 
same time.

EUROPE > CROATIA

SPLIT-KLIS-TROGIR-IMOTSKI-VRGORAC-HVAR-
STON-DUBROVNIK

Rural Dalmatian Cooking

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE



Zinfandel – this noble wine sort much appre-
ciated on all continents is the main inspiration 
for this tour. Wandering through ancient wine 
paths, vineyards and cellars will give you the 
opportunity to meet Dalmatia in all of its glory 
and taste some of the best that this region 
has to offer. Blending in with the local culture 
in combination with trying some of the most 
complex wine sorts of exceptional taste while 
learning rich Dalmatian history and heritage 
will satisfy even the most demanding explor-
ers.

EUROPE > CROATIA

SPLIT-KAŠTELA-HVAR-BRAČ-KLIS

Dalmatia
Home of Zinfandel grape

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE



The gastronomical adventure of 
tasting the Orient in Dalmatia

This unique tour was carefully put together 
for global citizens always seeking for the new 
ways of fusing different cultures and back-
grounds, with a little zest of traditional Medi-
terranean cuisine which will sweep you off 
your feet.

EUROPE > CROATIA

SPLIT-SALONA-TROGIR-KRKA NP-SKRADIN-
ŠIBENIK-MOSTAR-STON-DUBROVNIK

Dalmatia and the Orient

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE



Set off on a journey of imagination and his-
torical facts with this mind blowing tour. Even 
after two millennia, the fascination of Roman 
building techniques and culture lives on, and 
its traces and impact can be seen through-
out the Dalmatian area. Follow the footsteps 
of Ancient Romans and let yourself immerse 
into the ancient times and ancient ways while 
enjoying local gastronomy and idyllic scen-
ery.

EUROPE > CROATIA

SPLIT-SOLIN-DUGOPOLJE-KLIS-TRILJ-
DICMO-STOBREČ-OMIŠ-METKOVIĆ

Taste of Dalmatian 
Roman Roads

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE



This tour’s mission is not only to  introduce 
you to Croatian breathtaking islands and 
coast but also to reconnect you with divine 
peaceful moments in the mere heart of Dal-
matia’s beautiful nature, its inland. Starting 
in the historical center of Dalmatia, Split, the 
journey will take you from the unique mixture 
of rich cultural heritage, through spiritual rev-
enues of the modern Dalmatia all the way to 
the magnificent forests colliding with almost 
surreal waterfalls. Picturesque coastal cities 
with marital culture embroidered in its pores 
leave a first impression which is hard to for-
get. Soaking up the surroundings, which is 
being unfolded as the tour is setting its goal, 
is one of the memorable impressions that you 
can take with you on your way back home.

EUROPE > CROATIA

ZAGREB-PLITVICE-ZADAR-NIN-BIOKOVO NP- 
MEĐUGORJE-MOSTAR-MALI STON-
DUBROVNIK

Discovering Dalmatian 
hinterland

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE



Trails of Hidden Dalmatia will take you on a 
journey of discovering stories of the breath-
taking sights of Croatia’s littoral and beautiful 
scenery of its inland. It unveils all its secrets – 
gastronomic, cultural, historical, and natural - 
portraying all the diversity of Croatia’s culture 
and the simplicity of its cuisine which broad-
ens the horizons of every relentless and cou-
rageous explorer.

EUROPE > CROATIA

SPLIT-KOZJAK-IMOTSKI-TRILJ-BRAČ-HVAR-
SALONA-TROGIR-DUBROVNIK

Trails of hidden Dalmatia

• AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR • CUSTOMIZABLE • PROGRAMS REQUIRE MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE



Dalmatian coast with its 1000 islands is 
known throughout the world as a paradise 
for sailors. Explore it by yacht on 7 day tour 
and combining culinary and wine delights 
with luxury cruise. Visit famous cities like 
Dubrovnik, Split, Hvar, Zadar, have amazing 
experiences in best restaurants and explore 
rich heritage and history of each city. Along 
with care free cruising you can visit traditional 
wine makers, experience private tours or nat-
ural phenomena like Blue Cave on island of 
Vis and much more.

Luxury Bespoke Culinary

and Wine Cruise

EUROPE > CROATIA

TIVAT- DUBROVNIK – KORČULA – HVAR – BRAČ 
– SPLIT – TROGIR – ŠIBENIK- ZADAR

• FROM 8 TO 16 PEOPLE • CUSTOMIZABLE • AVAILABILITY AND PRICES ON REQUEST



Expert local knowledge and on-site 
assistance

Taste Dalmatia provides vacation packages 
in Croatia, Central & Eastern Europe.

We are happy to work with travel agents on 
commission basis, and we can be very flex-
ible in this regard. Travel agents work hard on 
behalf of the consumer. The role of a travel 
agent is to make a trip – whether for work or 
pleasure – a stress-free and memorable ex-
perience. Travel agents spend time not only 
booking tickets and searching for affordable 
prices, but also personalizing their services 
for individual clients. Let us to be your part-
ners in Croatia….



GSM: 00385 98 184 4738

Fax: 00385 21 458 444

Skype: shuttle.split.croatia

www.shuttle.hr

Toll free number

0013393686096

(for calls outside Croatia)

HR-AB-21-060200921

Rudjera Boskovica 15 - Kaleta 1 

21000 Split / Croatia

www.tastedalmatia.com


